added some 130 books in theology, and the 1825 fund raising effort produced $375.25, which provided another 130 volumes, among them a complete Calvin, Hales's Chronology and Quick's Synodicon, together with some bookcases for the library room in the college building. Under the supervision of a seminary student, the library, situated then on the west side of the second floor at the rear of Old Queen's, was opei^ed for an hour on Friday mornings, according to the 1825 Statutes. The niggardly hour opening remained in effect for the next ten years.
Enquiries into the possible purchase of the library of Professor Selah Strong Woodhull (1786-1826), were unproductive. There were more donations in 1830 (among them some public documents from Washington), and in 1831 the Synod decided to buy "at a fair and liberal price" the library of Professor De Witt, who had died the previous October, leaving a widow and a large family "in circumstances claiming the sympathies of the churches." The collection, with two bookcases, was appraised at $2104.59 an d> ex~ elusive of 200 volumes of Dutch books, the listing of it, heavily theological, comprised some 420 titles in 701 volumes. It was duly purchased and transferred to the College library. Despite De Witt's reputation as "being extravagantly fond of the old poets and pure writers of the English language," their representation in his library was meagre. There was little more than a ten- collection, and it was doubtless this sizeable addition which led to the publication of the first printed catalogue.
Rutgers was dilatory in comparison with the other colonial colleges in this respect. Harvard, Yale, Princeton and Brown had all produced catalogues before 1800, and they were by no means exceptional by 1832, but the Rutgers one has hitherto escaped recording and has remained almost unknown except locally. A surprisingly large number of the early books remain extant, since Rutgers was spared the disastrous fires which periodically devastated the earliest libraries. Though the standard texts used in the curriculum are found in the 1832 Catalogue, 2 often in multiple copies, the collection as a whole cannot, with the best will in the world, be taken as indicating that the library was regarded as central to the teaching process, despite the traditional lip-service given to the importance of books. Nor can the contents of the library be taken as a reflection of the intellectual interests and activities of the college community, for the collection had been accumulated mainly by gifts and rather fitful purchasing. One suspects that the three separately listed copies of Thomson's Seasons (one of which was De Witt's), were present more by accident than design. The twenty-five copies of a work entitled Assembly's Digest for example (p. 9) pertain to the Presbyterian Church and are present because they were given in 1828 to the Synod of the Reformed Church. Sweet's Hot-house and Green- Thus, with almost 65% of the augmented collection being directly related to Biblical and theological matters, one of President Livingston's goals of 1810-the purchase of a library for the use of the students in theology-was achieved. The library served two closely related institutions, the College-or "literary department"-under the jurisdiction of the Trustees of Rutgers College, and the Seminary-or "theological department"-under the control of the Synod. Both shared the use of Queen's building and much of the instruction in the College was given by professors whose principal appointment was in the Seminary. Of course in the later eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries the term "literary" had far more extensive connotations than the more intensive meaning attached to it later. At Rutgers effectively all fields of instruction other than theology fell within the purview of the literary department. But whatever progress the library of the College may have made towards meeting the needs of the theological department as a result of the De Witt purchase, 3 the needs of the literary department were manifestly of secondary importance, for its mission, as frequently ex-pressed by the Synod previously and repeated in June 1829, was that " it would prove a nursery to the Theological Department." It was the libraries of the two student societies, Peithessophian and Philoclean, which provided some sorely needed nurture to the literary department.
The appearance of the 1832 Catalogue, relatively late as it was, could be construed as a sign that at last the library was becoming a matter of concern to the Trustees. The same year, when there was another discussion of the desirability of severing the connection between College and Seminary, the literary institution was reported to be more flourishing than the Seminary. 4 In July 1835 a new set of regulations for the library was adopted. But if anything they were more restrictive than those in force, which had remained almost unchanged since 1825. The library had to be open for at least half an hour a week, and new rules to protect the books were made. The librarian was henceforward to be appointed by the faculty instead of by the President. A charge was instituted for the use of the library (two dollars a year, but reduced in October to one), and rearrangement and classification of the collection was recommended.
The first faculty holder of the office of librarian, Professor Alexander McClelland, either out of modesty or unwillingness "consented to discharge it at least for the present." In a long and plaintive report considered by the Trustees in January 1836 he observed that "the state of the library was bad and needed a radical reformation." The books were out of order-"Owen on Communion with God was found with Tristram Shandy on the one side and Woodbridge's Geography on the other." Circulation practices were slipshod and 135 titles recorded in the recent Catalogue were missing in whole or in part.
But the connection between Seminary and College was maintained, which must have continued the inhibiting effect on the way in which the library's collection developed in support of the literary institution. McClelland's report is concerned only with managerial matters and nowhere mentions the quality of the collection. Significant change in it could hardly come about without change in the curriculum and methods of instruction.
The next catalogue was to be published in 1854. It recorded about 2126 titles in some 3775 volumes (of which about 546 were government documents), the result of twenty-two years of slow growth. Its title-Catalogue of the Theological Seminary and the Rutgers College Libraries-is indicative in foreshadowing the division of the library between Seminary and College which came about in 1859. ® ut was on ly a f ter this, the transformation of the College after the Civil War and the annulling of the past covenants with the Synod, that the new concerns of the College could be expected to have some effect on the library. The process was a slow one.
